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Abstract:

Testing & Documentation:

When building a ground station, the initial solutions are either “Build your
own” or to go with a COTS(Commercial Off The Shelf) system. The comms
solution that the CACTUS team went with was a combination of many of
the current communications elements in use. These elements include the
“SatNogs Antenna”, software defined radio tools such as the rtl_sdr for
verification and testing, and InterOrbital comms board, a Baofeng radio
,and the GnuRadio and COSMOS software packages for the core
communications developments.

Documentation is critical for keeping the mission on track and is able to provide
significant guidance for the team members and the future students of CapTechU.
The main approach taken here is to ensure that all tests and test plans are
properly recorded and simple enough for any member of the team to replicate.
Test Plan 02

Installation

Goals and Expectations:

The goal of this installation plan is to integrate the nano 2 receiver
successfully into both the computer os as well as the gnu radio
software suite.
The expectations of the end results of this installation is to be able
to use the nano 2 receiver with both rtl_sdr applications and the
gnuradio software interface to successfully receive as a sdr.

CubeSat Mission Description:
CACTUS-I will demonstrate the use of Silica Aerogel for the use of capturing
and profiling micro space debris and micrometeorites as well as testing the
performance of high bandwidth IP based communications (CIV) against
conventional amateur. While doing so, CACTUS-I is primarily open source
with a concession to requiring some licensed hardware components.

Nesdr nano 2 prep

Nano 2 can be plugged in for the whole process, yet requires
extensive libraries for both c & c++ as well as many other
dependencies

Install cmake

Run “sudo apt-get install cmake”

Install 75MB of various C libraries

Run “sudo apt-get install gcc-multilib”

Install a package of essential packages (Mainly used for its C++
libraries)

Run “sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install build-essential

Install libusb

Run “sudo apt-get install libusb-1.0-0-dev”

Install Git

Along with the aerogel experiment, CACTUS-I will house an experimental
communications payload that is utilizing the Iridium Constellation acting as a
low cost, low power solution to provide the following:
• Doppler location
• Health and Safety
• Altitude

Copy rtl-sdr directory

Run “git clone git://git.osmocom.org/rtl-sdr.git” This copies the rtlsdr directory to the folder that your terminal is currently being run
out of. (Default is the home terminal)

Install Boost libraries for C++

Sudo apt -get install libboost -all -dev

Install dev kit for GnuRadio

Sudo apt -get install gnuradio -dev

Build rtlsdr directory using cmake

Run the following series of commands in the terminal:
“cd rtl-sdr/”
“mkdir build”
“cd build”
“cmake ../”
“make”
“sudo make install”
“sudo ldconfig”
Close the terminal and run a new instance or go back to the home
directory

Copy gr-osmosdr

Git clone git://git.osmocom.org/gr-osmosdr

Build gr-osmosdr directory using cmake

Run the following series of commands in the terminal:
“cd gr-osmosdr/”
“mkdir build”
“cd build”
“cmake ../”

SATNogs-type dual satellite tracking antenna rig

Tools:

Heritage:

InterOrbital licensed communications board design,
TR2m transceiver, rtl_sdr software drivers, and an open source
rtl_sdr(SDR: Software Defined Radio) based spectrum scanner
are some of the tools used in building, testing and verifying the
communications systems not only for the CACTUS mission but
also for the ground station solutions. The flexibility of these
solutions is the most important aspect of creating a robust test
environment for quality assurance.

Error Appendix (WIP):

-Gnuradio may need a full reinstall after completing all of the steps
in this plan.
-’Alsa’ Audio drivers may not play back audio of fm reception.
These drivers may require a full reinstall as well.

CACTUS-I’s components hold heritage from
mission such as High Altitude Balloons and
Sounding Rockets. Almost all of the systems
within our CubeSat have flight heritage. Thus,
allowing us to reduce costs during testing and
to satisfy our mission. Capitol Technology
University’s Fusion Lab and Space Flight
Operations and Training Center (SFOTC) host
as incubators for multiple missions for
CACTUS-I and many other missions.
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Future Missions:
CACTUS-I is the first CubeSat mission designed at
Capitol Technology University. With the lessons
learned and experience gained to design and build
future CubeSats, documentation and testing data
will serve as excellent reference material for future
students of the University.
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Capitol Technology University intends to eventually
design and build more CubeSats to potentially
remove low earth orbit (LEO) debris for future
missions that intend to be stationed at LEO orbit.
This same model could be used and integrated on
various missions that may go beyond LEO.

Raspberry Pi interfaced with a RadiometrixTR2M transceiver on a licensed comm board.
Engineering model on left, flight model on right.

